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Gibson, Mark, Culture and Power: A History of Cultural Studies, University of 
New South Wales Press, Sydney, 2007, 1SBN 9 7808 6840 8866, xi+228 pp., 
A$39.95. 
In Culture and Power: A History of Cultural Studies, Mark Gibson claims 
that power ‘is no longer a “concept” but a “problem”’ (p. 7), and this shift 
stifles the excitement and innovation that has demarcated cultural studies 
as a significant and fluid strategy. Increasingly, it seems the concept of 
culture in cultural studies has been displaced by power. By drawing a 
sharp distinction between theorising how power takes shape and works 
and reflecting on the concept of power itself, Gibson charts the shifting 
terrain of ‘what we what we mean by power, where the concept comes 
from, why we should use it, what its limitations might be’ (p. 2) throughout 
the history of cultural studies. 
  
Gibson outlines a generational gap between the Birmingham CCCS 
scholars that tethers Williams and Hoggart (as the first generation) in a 
‘productive tension’ with the second generation of Stuart Hall and his 
CCCS contemporaries (p. 57). Gibson endeavours to show that Hoggart’s 
and Williams’s scepticism about a generalized concept of power weaves 
its thread through the influential period of Hall’s tenure at the CCCS and in 
doing so, asks that all subsequent claims of ‘rupture’ need to be put into 
perspective and contextualised. Most significantly, this applies to the 
many international variations of cultural studies that should complicate 
any generalized concept of power that emerged out of the very specific 
historical conjuncture of 1970s Britain. Meaghan Morris’s acute criticisms of 
the concept of power in cultural studies bolster Gibson’s marked insight 
into these more localised and internationalised incarnations. 
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This welcome inquiry should invigorate the somewhat flat post-Marxist 
academic landscape where the politics of power have been theorised 
‘extensively and without end’ (Stuart Hall, 1992). With each additional 
‘axis’ of power—gender, race, sexuality, age, location, religion, etc—
comes confirmation that cultural studies is reducible to an overarching 
analysis of power (p. 113). Though, once mobilized in the struggle for 
recognition and equality, there is a real danger of deploying these 
concepts in the service of articulating an absolute form of judgement. 
Gibson notes ‘cultures may enable or disable certain actions and 
possibilities—they are certainly open to criticism—but they cannot, in any 
meaningful sense, be disproved’ (p. 204). The concept of power, like the 
concept of culture itself, is neither singular nor universal (p. 43). So Gibson 
does not criticise or condone any specific utilization of the concept but 
rather attempts to ‘“culturalize” the concept of power… to embed it in 
the evolving historical and material conditions—the tradition—in which it 
has taken form’ (p. 204). 
  
By interrogating the assumed predisposition between the study of power 
and the emergent field of cultural studies and rethinking cultural studies’s 
genesis in relation to its conjunctural moments, Gibson claims that ‘cultural 
studies can no longer be defined as simply “about” power…[but]…as a 
field that has engaged, more or less critically, with the concept of power’ 
(p. 90). In doing so, the self-conscious reflexivity that often seems to cripple 
the outward gaze of cultural studies can be countered by Gibson’s 
affirmation that there are ‘problems in cultural studies, not problems with 
cultural studies’ (p. viii). 
